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Abstract

The work reported in this article is an account of wastes generated in an air jet weaving industry producing 100% cotton fabrics for export market. Mainly two types of wastes were categorized e.g. (i) wastes related to only warp – wastes belong to this category are gara waste, sizing waste, knotting waste, gaiting/tying waste, beam residue, loom setting waste and waste related to auxiliary selvedge; (ii) wastes related to only weft – wastes belong to this category are; auxiliary selvedge (also known as cut fringe); waste due to faulty cones and loom setting waste etc. The study involves collection of data of 11 different qualities (construction wise) for various types of wastes mentioned above. Extent of warp waste in knotting, gaiting/tying-in, loom setting and as beam residue was found insignificant whereas warp wastes in warping and sizing zone was found significant. On the other hand, Weft waste due to cut fringe and faulty cones was found significant, but weft waste due to loom setting was found insignificant.
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